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Girolamo Frescobaldi (1583 -1643)

 Dal II Libro di Toccate
1. Toccata I 4’42
2. Toccata II 4’44
3.  Toccata III, da sonarsi alla Levatione 8’51
4.  Toccata IV, da sonarsi alla Levatione 6’58
5.  Toccata VIII, di Durezze e Ligature 5’01

 Dal I Libro di Toccate
6.  Partite sopra l'Aria della Romanesca (1–14) 21’49

 Carlo Gesualdo (1566–1613)
7. Canzon francese del Principe 6’40

  Alessandro Solbiati (1956)
8. II Movimento – da Gesualdo per Gesualdi (2004) 3’33
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If we think of the theatre as a place in which audiences not only perceive with their 
eyes and ears, but also their deeper feelings, then the work presented in this recording 
is in many respects theatrical. The explanation lies in the fact that one of Francesco 
Gesualdi’s particular gifts as a performer is his ability to produce sounds that conjure 
up the action underlying the music, and indeed evoke the spaces in which the events 
take place. This is particularly noteworthy when performance is actually separated 
from the reality of visualization.

The synaesthetic experience underlying vision and visionary perception is arguably 
one of the fundamental ingredients of the “Second Practice”, or stile moderno, which 
aimed at engaging the feelings of the listener. This art was essential to the evocative 
power of Frescobaldi’s music. 

In his performance Francesco Gesualdi establishes a particular spatial and temporal 
universe in which the constraints of absolute formal rigour are reconciled with 
freedom of accentuation and vital breath, so as to invest each execution with the 
immediacy of originality. In this ability to renew with each rendering, Gesualdi’s 
playing speaks for the way wonderment can forge the essential relationship between 
performer and audience. In so doing it seems to echo the poetics of Giovan Battista 
Marino and Emanuele Tasauro.
© Francesca della Monica
Translated by Kate Singleton



Girolamo Frescobaldi was born in 1583 in Ferrara, a prosperous, inviting city in 
which music flourished thanks to the patronage of Duke Alfonso II d’Este, a great 
lover of the arts with a particular predilection for music. During his reign, “there was 
singing and playing such that every father had most of his offspring sing in the choir, 
and the City could be described as an Academy in its own right”.1 In 1589, Orazio 
della Rena, who was secretary to the Florentine legation in Ferrara, wrote that men 
“have a great inclination for music, which they study seriously, along with musical 
instruments as well”, and that women “hugely enjoy music and playing various 
instruments, many of them achieving great excellence in this profession”.2

In his service Alfonso II employed numerous Italian and Flemish singers and 
instrumentalists who were provided with two rooms in the Duke’s palace for 
rehearsing. There were five harpsichords, five organs and five claviorgans available 
for the keyboard players. The repertoire comprised both sacred and profane music, 
and was cosmopolitan in taste. To judge by the catalogue of the Duke’s music library, 
apart from compositions by local and Flemish composers, there were also works by 
the Neapolitan composers Dentice, Gesualdo and Stella,3 by the Sicilians Vinci and 
D’India, the Venetians Andrea Gabrieli and Adriano Willaert, and by Luca Marenzio, 
Cipriano de Rore and Orlando di Lasso.

One of the court’s foremost claims to fame was the Concerto delle dame, consisting 
of three sopranos (who also played the harp, viola and lute), a keyboard player and an 
archlute player. Their concerts, which were probably the exclusive prerogative of the 
Duke, his circle and guests, lasted from two to four hours long! The keyboard player 
was Luzzasco Luzzaschi, unanimously acclaimed as one of the greatest organists of the 
age. While still a boy Girolamo Frescobaldi studied with Luzzasco, to whom he felt 
indebted for the rest of his life and whose praises he never ceased to extol.

Although Frescobaldi stood out among his peers from an early age, what gave 
his career particular momentum was his move to Rome, in the retinue of Guido 
Bentivoglio, a great patron of the arts who came from one of the foremost Ferrara 
families. Bentivoglio, who was to become a major figure in European diplomacy, was 

constant in his support of Frescobaldi, despite the latter’s occasional fits of pique and 
a temper that would have tried most people’s patience. Frescobaldi thus spent most 
of his life in Rome, with two periods elsewhere: the first was in Flanders from August 
1607 to the late summer of 1608, again as part of Bentivoglio’s entourage; and the 
second, from 1628 to 16344 in Florence.

The two volumes of ‘Toccata d’intavolatura di cimbalo et organo, partite di diverse 
arie e corrente, balletti, ciaccone, passachagli’, respectively published in 1615 and 
1627, are likely to have been keenly awaited by the professional and amateur 
musicians of the time, anxious to get to grips with the ‘manner of playing with 
melodious effect and different rhythms’ hitherto only heard in the composer’s own 
astounding improvisations. Along with the Fiori Musicali, these works constitute 
the apex of Frescobaldi’s creative output, reconciling in a highly personal idiom 
elements of Ferrarese origin, hints of Neapolitan experimentalism, the great Roman 
polyphonic tradition and echoes of his Flemish experience. Frescobaldi is a mine of 
melodic inventiveness, and he invests the instrument with all the subtleties of vocal 
‘sprezzatura’, or trills and tremolos.5

“Having understood how playing with song-like affects and rhythmic  
perfection of this manner and style of playing.”

In just a few lines (taken from the “Foreword” that introduced both of the 
books of Toccatas) we thus have a summary of the aesthetics of composition and 
interpretation intrinsic to the ‘Second Pratice’, an artistic advancement that began 
in Italy towards the end of the 1500s and later influenced musical development 
throughout Europe.

The Italian composers, and those who wrote in the Italian style, devoted constant 
effort to the perfection of a musical idiom that adhered fully to the meaning of the 
words and could effectively express the widest possible range of nuances. Starting in 
the second half of the 1500s, composers in Italy helped formulate an organized system 
of expression that was used in the representative madrigals, in Recitar Cantando and 



later in dramatic operas, in cantatas and in oratorios. This language was gradually 
also absorbed into instrumental compositions, such that they acquired a whole new 
expressive universe that could be as evocative as vocal music. Musical discourse thus 
continually and wittingly borrowed from song and from poetic recital. Musicians 
could count on a time-honoured background of vocal experience, and considered 
instrumental pieces as tacit words in a musical form.

The language of music thus became a metaphor for poetic discourse. All musical 
figures (scales, intervals, dissonance or even pauses) tended to allude to something 
else. Moreover, musical language could even conjure up painting and sculpture by 
alluding to the action portrayed in two- or three-dimensional terms.  

The “Second Practice” also invested the interpreter with novel importance. At the 
end of his Foreword, Frescobaldi declared that he had faith in the “good taste and 
fine judgement of the player”, thereby acknowledging his importance. If the Toccata 
is the instrumental equivalent of the hero’s monologue in a play in which all passions 
and states of mind are experienced with an infinite variety of humours and attitudes, 
then the instrumentalist becomes the actor who must communicate all this to the 
listener. The rules governing the succession of notes and counterpoint can thus be 
infringed in the name of more important requirements to do with expressiveness and 
eloquence. Tempi, phrasing and mood can change several times in the same page, or 
indeed in the same line.

Because the Toccatas and the Partitas naturally tend to be rhapsodic and 
improvisational, they are well suited to expanding the horizons of expression. 
The Toccata can contain a variable number of episodes, and these may differ in 
length and character. In general they belong to one of three sections: an initial 
segment (Opening), which acts as a prelude and usually presents the tone of the 
whole; a longer and more composite central part containing most of the surprises 
and contrasting elements; and a short final part (Peroration), that concludes the 
whole. The byword is variety, since fragmentation, discontinuity, surprise and 
contradiction are all part of the Baroque universe. On occasions, for example, a lively 

movement may suddenly give way to a moment of quiet intimacy. By way of a visual 
counterpart, it is rather like certain great Baroque frescoes in which the presence of 
God is evoked by means of a shaft of light that pierces the clouds above an otherwise 
animated scene. The structure of the toccata may contribute to a progressive increase 
of tension. In the Prima (first) toccata of Book II the culmination coincides with the 
final section in an outburst of virtuoso playing (the equivalent of the many domes that 
tower over the churches in Rome…), whereas in the Seconda (second) the climax is in 
the penultimate section, so that the composition concludes in a quieter manner.

The Terza (third) and Quarta (fourth) toccatas, both for “the Organ, to be played 
at the Elevation” are different again. Ecstatic expression gives way to grief, to 
meditation on “the bitter torments of the Passion”, portrayed by means of chromatic 
developments, false chords and descending musical figures.

The “Durezze e Ligature”6 of the Toccata Ottava (eighth) create a sense of harmonic 
instability through the use of the chromatism, delays and unexpected resolutions 
that were typical of Neapolitan experimentalism. Frescobaldi had already revealed a 
certain audacity in the eleventh and twelfth toccatas of Book I, and developed this vein 
much further in the Ricercar cromatico dopo il Credo of the Fiori Musicali and in the 
Capricci Ottavo, Con Ligature al contrario (delays that are resolved ascending rather 
than descending) and the Nono Di Durezze (that contains both delays and episodes of 
dissonance). While the degree of influence on Frescobaldi’s development of the Neapolitan 
composers should not be exaggerated (chromatic extravagance had been a subject that 
appealed to Luzzaschi back in Ferrara), it is certainly true that Carlo Gesualdo and his 
circle were extremely bold in their approach to chromatism, and Frescobaldi is likely to 
have been familiar with at least some of the works of Macque, Mayone and Trabaci.

The Romanesca was a melodic and harmonic composition that was often used 
during the 16th century for solo and ensemble improvisations. Later the term came 
to refer exclusively to the basso solo, an ostinato that also went under the name of 
Passamezzo antico, Guárdame las vacas, and Greensleaves. At the beginning of the 



of representing a possible effect that could only be obtained with an enharmonic 
keyboard: for instance, the alternation between two sounds that are closer than the 
common semitone.

Opting to play these works on an accordion may initially seem surprising, yet the 
instrument is actually closer to the music than one might imagine. First and foremost, 
the accordion has two aerophonic manuals with free reeds, which means that it is not 
all that distant from certain registers of the organ, including the regal portable organ. 
Moreover, the player’s direct contact with the bellows allows him to vary the dynamic 
intensity, thereby obtaining an infinite range of expressive subtleties. Any composition 
will reveal different nuances in relation to the specific phonic and mechanical 
characteristics of the instrument on which it is played. I believe that the accordion 
draws out the intimacy and meditative quality of the music in question, adding a 
certain aura of dreaminess, or abstraction, or indeed intensity of expression. The 
outcome is never static, not least because the ‘breath’ of the bellows underlines the 
direction of the melody line, investing the whole with a subtle energy that supports 
the entire structure of each piece. As a harpsichordist who has long loved this music, I 
find Gesualdi’s interpretation to be a stimulating and precious source of new ideas.
© Enrico Baiano
Translated by Kate Singleton

Trittico is a composition in three movements for solo accordion, an instrument of 
fantastic expressive potential. Only the hitherto unpublished second movement 
features in this recording, and it is dedicated to my friend, the accordionist Francesco 
Gesualdi, and to our shared passion for early music, especially that of his almost 
namesake, Carlo Gesualdo da Venosa. The work actually derives from a harmonic 
fragment of Gesualdo’s astounding music, all based on descending chromatism. I 
have expanded the harmonic development of this fragment to create a series of loops 
separated by three different elements. Elsewhere in the piece there is another, more 

1600s, the quantity and wealth of ornamentation meant that the extremes of the 
basso grew increasingly far apart from each other, which made it difficult for the 
unskilled listener to identify them. Each partita (variation) was generally built around 
a brief melodic and rhythmical design that could be exploited to the full. Frescobaldi 
goes one step further with his Romanesca, often subdividing the individual partitas 
and developing more elements so as to create a kaleidoscope of situations and 
inventions. Alongside monodies written in the style of the “Second Practice” (the 
third, fourth, sixth and twelfth parts, which range from languid to capricious and 
ecstatic), there are also echoes of madrigals (first part), severe motets (eighth and 
ninth parts), stylized dances (fifth and thirteenth parts), and virtuoso instrumental 
passages (seventh and tenth parts). To listen carefully to the ninth part is also a 
revelation: it is a somewhat jagged chromatic motet that bears witness once again to 
the composer’s deep understanding of Neapolitan musical developments of the time. 
As for the last partita, it is like an enigmatic sphinx that brings to mind Beethoven’s 
wonderful Diabelli Variation No.20.

The Canzone Francese del Principe (who was Carlo Gesualdo, of course) is 
the ineluctable materialization of the Neapolitan presence within the works of 
Frescobaldi. It is contained in a manuscript (now kept at the British Museum, ms. 
add. 30491) copied by Luigi Rossi, a pupil of Macque, and dates back to the years 
just before 1620. It has actually come down to us in two versions, one simple and 
the other embellished with highly virtuoso ornamentation that completely overturns 
any regularity of rhythm. The piece also contains other oddities, such as diminutions 
that sometimes take up more space than the corresponding passage in the plain 
version, and distinctly bizarre trills consisting of chromatic semitones. Both in 
Ferrara and Naples, considerable attention was paid to enharmonic instruments 
(harpsichords, clavichords, harps), in which the octave was divided into 19 parts so 
as to have truly different sounds for sharps, double sharps, flats and double flats. 
It is thus possible that the trills in the Canzone del Principe were an ad hoc way 



evident echo of Gesualdo. In my composition, Gesualdo’s renaissance harmonic 
clarity is masked in every manifestation by an extraneous note. Moreover, the 
progressive extension in the register of polyphony is marked by the incessant presence 
of bellows shake, whereby the bellows vibrate, making the sound waver obsessively, 
which is very demanding for the player.
© Alessandro Solbiati
Translated by Kate Singleton

1  AGOSTINO FAUSTINI, GASPARO SARDI: Libro delle historie ferraresi, Ferrara 1646 and 
Forni, Bologna 1967.

2  Cit. in ANGELO SOLERTI: Ferrara e la corte estense nella seconda metà del secolo decimosesto 
[…], Lapi, Città di Castello 1900.

3  In 1594 Carlo Gesualdo, Prince of Venosa, went to Ferrara in order to wed Eleonora d’Este, 
cousin of the Duke, taking with him musicians from his own private chapel. Indeed, he seemed 
more interested in the musical environment than in his spouse, staying in Ferrara for nearly 
two years, with occasional brief absences, thereby fostering fruitful exchanges between the 
Neapolitan and the Ferrarese schools of music.

4  Among the various studies of Frescobaldi, the most modern and valuable is unquestionably that 
of FREDERICK HAMMOND, Girolamo Frescobaldi, Cambridge MA, Harvard University 
Press, 1983.

5  Giulio Caccini used the word ‘sprezzatura’ in his ‘Nuove Musiche’ to refer to expressiveness 
that comes across as simple and direct, when in fact it is the fruit of consummate mastery of a 
complex musical language.

6  The term Durezze e Ligature was first used by Jean de Macque, the Flemish composer who 
settled in Naples and paved the way for the Neapolitan school. The Durezza is a dissonant note, 
whereas the Ligatura is a delay, in other words a dissonance that is prepared and resolved.



Francesco Gesualdi has made a name for himself among European critics as one of 
the most original Italian accordionists engaged in the development and interpretation 
of contemporary works for the accordion. He works closely with many of today’s 
foremost composers, and has built up a wide repertoire as a soloist. The focus of 
many of his concerts in Italy, throughout Europe and in Australia is experimentation, 
and he has premiered many works dedicated to him by outstanding composers such 
D. Bogdanovic, M. Cardi, G. Cardini, M. Franceschini, A. Gilardino, M. D’Amico, V. 
Montalti, F. Verunelli, D. Heusinger, T. Hosokawa, A. Magini, F. Nieder, A. Solbiati, 
S. Gervasoni, L. Brümmer, T. Reiner, N. Sani, H. Skempton, J.T. Maldonado and G. 
Ulivelli. He has also worked with S. Gubaidulina, M. Kagel, T. Hosokawa and W. 
Rihm, playing their most important works for the accordion. He has performed in 
the following venues: Sala Santa Cecilia in Rome; Teatro Dal Verme in Milan; Teatro 
San Carlo in Naples; Associazione Musicale Lucchese; Festival Nuova Consonanza 
in Rome; Festival Tempo Reale in Florence; Settembre Musica in Turin; Sala Petrassi 
and Sala Sinopoli at the Auditorium in Rome; Teatro della Pergola - Amici della 
Musica in Forence; Amici della Musica in Ancona; Associazione Musicale Etnea; 
Fabbrica Europa Festival; Amici della Musica in Modena; Teatro Goldoni in Florence; 
Auditorium NGV in Melbourne; Auditorium in Milan; Biennale in Venice; Pieta 
de Turchini in Naples; Teatro Comunale in Florence; Salone Chigi Saraceni at the 
Accademia Chigiana in Siena; Auditorium Melotti in Rovereto; RadioRai 3; Radio 
SBS in Melbourne; Radio Vaticana; Radio Orff in Vienna. He has written and played 
transcriptions of works by early composers such C. Gesualdo, A. de Cabezon, G. 
Frescobaldi, J. S. Bach and D. Scarlatti. He has also played with many eminent 
ensembles and instrumentalists, including the Orchestra Haydn in Bolzano conducted 
by Marco Angius; Orchestra dei Pomeriggi Musicali in Milan; with the violinists 
Mieko Kanno and Cristiano Rossi; the cellists Francesco Dillon and Alexander 
Ivashkin; the flautist Roberto Fabbriciani; pianists Matteo Fossi and Gregorio 
Nardi; singers Sonia Bergamasco, Alda Caiello, Maurizio Leoni and Laura Catrani; 
actors Carlo Cecchi and Maya Sansa; the Quartetto Savinio; l’Ensemble Europeo 
Antidogma in Turin, Contempoartensemble in Florence, l’Ensemble Sentieri Selvaggi 
in Milan, l’Experimental Studio in Frieburg; Centro Tempo Reale in Florence; Centro 
ZKM in Karlsruhe. He is the regular accordionist with Freon ensemble in Rome, 
PMCEnsemble at the Auditorium in Rome and with GamoEnsemble in Florence. 
Since 2011 he has been artistic director of the Festival GAMO in Florence, one of the 
first contemporary music festivals in Italy. He founded RowsEnsemble and with this 
group made his debut at the Biennale Musica in Venice. He has recorded an album 
devoted to the Italian composer Alessandro Magini for the EMA Record label. He 
teaches accordion at the L. Refice Conservatoire in Frosinone.

Many thanks to Giuseppe Scali and Marco Cardone. 
Also to Roberto Ottavianelli, Bugari Factory manager.

to my son Giovanni, with love.


